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Abstract: With the growing adoption of web services on the Internet, service selectionbecomes an important issue of service-oriented
computing (SOC). Appropriate services selection algorithm is the fundamental guarantee to compose complex services from single-
function components effectively. The quality of selected component services is crucial for the performance of the service composition.
Therefore, it has become a hot issue to select the best services froma set of services with similar functionality. Recently, skyline has
been introduced to solve the problem by selecting skyline services as the best candidate services. In this paper, we focus on selecting
skyline services in dynamic environment, where new services may appear, original services may invalidate and QoS of services may
change. We propose a skyline service model as well as a novel skylinealgorithm to maintain dynamic skyline services. An extensive
performance study is propoesed to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.
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1 Introduction

Service-oriented computing (SOC) is the computing
paradigm that uses web services as fundamental elements
to develop solutions. In this architecture, single-function
applications are integrated to create new value-added and
large-grained services. Service composition has attracted
lots of researchers’ attention and was applied in many
domains, e.g. finances, workflow management and
e-Business. With the rapid growing number of web
services providing the equivalent functionality but
differing quite a lot in QoS parameters, the problem of
service composition is converted to the selection of best
appropriate candidate services in regard to QoS.

Figure 1 presents an overview of the QoS-based
service selection process. The service composition
contains several tasks and each task can be accomplished
by a set of services whose functionality is equivalent.
QoS-based service selection is aimed to select best
appropriate candidate services from each set to optimize
overall QoS as far as possible subject to satisfying
end-to-end QoS requirements.

However, it is inefficient to find the best combination
satisfying end-to-end QoS constraints in an exhaustive
search. For example, suppose there are four repositories,

each of which hasm web services and the number of QoS
parameters of each service isn. For simplicity, web
services in the same repository have equivalent
functionality and the process of services composition is
defined in advance. In practice, the time that it costs to
find the best appropriate combination always exceeds the
time constraints for real-time execution (trymn

combinations). With the number of functional equivalent
services on the Internet increasing rapidly, this problem
becomes especially serious and challenging. The web
services search engine Seekda has reported that the
number of web services over the last three years increases
exponentially [1]. However if we can reduce the search
space before the process of selection, then the time cost of
selection will decreases substantially.

Recently, skyline approach has been introduced to
service composition as the preprocessing before service
selection [2],[3],[4]. QoS-based skyline services
outperform other non-skyline services with regards to
non-functional requirements. However, the service
environment in [2],[3],[4] is all static, which is not
practical in real application. Dynamic service
environment, where new services may appear, original
services may invalidate or the QoS of services may
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Fig. 1: Conceptual overview of QoS-based service
selection

change, is more realistic and should be paid more
attention.

In this paper, we investigate the selection of skyline
services under dynamic service environment. As services
are varying under dynamic environment, skyline services
are changing. It is preferred to maintain QoS-based
skyline instead of recalculating skyline services once
service varies. In order to record each change, we propose
a skyline service model called Paper-Tape which can
locate the varying service rapidly. In particular, we
propose a novel dynamic skyline algorithm which can
handle skyline services under dynamic service
environment. This paper has three-fold contributions as
follows.

–We address the problem of QoS-aware service
selection, selecting skyline services to reduce the
search space of service composition.

–We consider the calculation of skyline services under
dynamic service environment, and propose an
innovative skyline approach which can maintain
dynamic skyline services.

–We evaluate our algorithm in an experiment on
synthetic dataset of services with QoS information
based on WS-Ben.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 reviews the related work, and Section 3 introduces the
preliminaries. Section 4 shows the skyline service model
which is called Paper-Tape. Section 5 presents the
innovative skyline algorithm performing well under the
dynamic services environment. Section 6 evaluates our
method and the results demonstrate the benefits of our
approach. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

The problem of service selection has been widely studied
in lots of literatures during recent years. Zeng et al. [5]

use linear programming techniques to select the optimal
component services. In the work of Ardagna et al. [6],
extended linear programming methods are proposed.
However, with the number of services increasing, the
performance of linear programming becomes worse.
YehiaTaher et al. [3] proposed an approach focusing on
minimizing impact on the ongoing in the process of the
web service substitution and obtain good perform. In [4],
the authors propose TCP-nets to solve the problem of web
service selection based on preferences over
non-functional attributes. However, the computation of
TCP-nets takes account in all the services in repository
and the effectiveness of TCP-nets approach hasn’t been
proved by experiments. The work in [7] has considered
service competitiveness, but the solution in this work is
just suitable for the situation where only one service
attribution is subject to change. Then some literatures
such as [8],[9] applied heuristic algorithm to solve the
service selection problem. However, most of above
methods are inefficient, because the range of candidate
services they consider is vary large.

Skyline approach is complementary to these existing
solutions. It could be used to decrease the range of
selection, so that service selection process is more
effective and efficient. Alrifai et al. [1] first apply skyline
approach to compose web service, and prove the
efficiency of this method. However, this work can only
address the service selection problem when the repository
is static, and this algorithm is not suitable for dynamic
service environment. In order to select services under
dynamic environment, we propose an innovative skyline
algorithm which performs well under dynamic service
environment.

Skyline algorithm can also be used to address the
uncertainty of service. In the previous work [10], we
utilize probability-skyline to deal with uncertainty in the
process of services selection. Through this method, we
can calculate the dominance probability between two
services and set a threshold. We can put the services
whose dominance probabilities exceeds the threshold in
the probability skyline. In the work of [11], a p-R-Tree
indexing structure and a dual-pruning scheme are
proposed to calculate the p-dominant skyline services
efficiently.

Skyline method, the fundamental approach we used to
solve the problem of QoS-based services selection, is also
referred to as the Pareto curve [12] or a maximum vector
[13]. The skyline query is also related to some other
well-known problems, such as nearest neighbor query
[14], top-N problem [15], the contour problem [16],
convex hulls [17], and multidimensional indexing. Kung
et al. [13] first proposed skyline algorithm employing a
D&C approach. Kossmann et al. [18] utilizes a D&C
scheme for data indexed by an R-tree to gain the skyline
based on a nearest neighbor approach. Recently, the most
popular skyline algorithm is BBS (Branch and Bound
Skyline) approach, which was proposed by Papadias et al.
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Fig. 2: Example of skyline

in [19]. It utilizes an R-tree structure and has been proven
to be very effective and efficient.

3 Background

3.1 Skyline

Given a set of points inn-dimensional data space, pointPj
is said to be dominated byPi, if Pi is better or equal than
Pj at all dimensions, and meanwhilePi is better thanPj in
at least one dimension [12]. In this n-dimensional space,
all points which are not dominated by other points
combined to a set named skyline. According to skyline
query, we can find the best data which users required.
Skyline queries are widely applicable to multi-criteria
decision making applications. For sake of clarity, we
formula the definitions of skyline and its dominance
relationship as follows.

Definition 1.(Dominance Relationship & Skyline)
Given a set of points S in n-dimension data space, and
two points x,y ∈ S. x dominates point y, denoted as
x≺ y,if ∀i ∈ [1,n] : xi ≤ yi and ∃i ∈ [1,n] : xi ≤ yi. Skyline,
denoted as SK, is the set of points that are not dominated
by any other points in S, i.e. SK = {x ∈ S| 6 ∃y ∈ S : y≺ x}.

Definition 2.(Dominance Region & Only Dominance
Region) The Dominance region of a point x, denoted as xdr,
is the union of the point k which is the arbitrary point in the
data space and is dominated by x, i.e. xdr = {∪k|x≺ k}.
The only dominance region of point x, denoted as xod , is
the union of the point k which is only dominated by x, i.e.
xod = {∪k|x≺ k, 6 ∃p ∈ SK : p 6= x, p≺ k}.

For example, consider the classical scenario as in
figure 2 where a user wants to find a hotel both near to
downtown and cheap in price among a set of hotels. In
figure 2, each hotel is described by two parameters,
namely price and distance. Then, these hotels are
projected into a 2-D space, and the coordinates of each
point are corresponding to the values of the above two
parameters. It is obvious that point A is not dominated by

any other point, i.e. there is no other hotel has lower price
and shorter distance than hotel A, so point A is in the
skyline. The same holds for points B, C, D and E, which
also belong to the skyline. However, the point F and G are
not in the skyline, because they are both dominated by
point D. The result skyline provides is a set of trade-offs
among the parameters to be considered, which could be
understood as a anti-correlated set. The blue region in
Figure 2 is the only dominance region of point D, because
the points in this blue region can only be dominated by
point B. However, the points in upper or right boundary
of only dominance region could be dominated by other
skyline points.

3.2 QoS Constraints

In real application, users will have one or more
requirements on service QoS. The aggregated service
should satisfy users QoS constraints. The QoS of
aggregated service, denoted asQoverall = {q1,q2, ...,qn},
should satisfy users QoS constraints, denoted as
Cons = {c1,c2, ...,cn}. The value ofci represents the
constraint value of thei-th attribute of the service (i.e., as
for cost, constraint value stands for the maximum cost of
service). As for satisfaction, each parameter of the
aggregated service should satisfy the corresponding
constraint. Service S satisfies its overall QoS constraints,
denoted as Cons(S) = True, if
∀i ∈ [1,n] ,qisat (ci) = True.

3.3 QoS Computation

The composite QoS is the emergence of all component
services QoS. There are about three kinds of merge: 1)
Sum; 2) Multiplication; 3) Minimum. The computation of
composite cost belongs to Sum, as the cost of the
aggregated service is the sum of all components cost, i.e.
Qoverall (c) = ∑m

i=1 Qsi (c) (m is the number of services).
The computation of composite response time is the same
as the computation of cost. In addition, the computation
of throughput is Minimum, which means the value of
composite throughput is the smallest one in all
components throughput, i.e.
Qoverall (t p) = min1≤i≤mQsi (t p). The computation of
reliability belongs to the second kind, i.e.
Qoverall (re) = ∏m

i=1 Qsi (re).

4 Skyline Service Model

Before calculating skyline services, we should first project
services into multi-dimension data space. Given a set of
servicesŠ = {s1,s2, ...,sm}, each service contains n non-
functional attributes, denoted assi {q1,q2, ...,qn}. In then-
dimension data space, each dimension corresponds to an
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Fig. 3: Example of dynamic skyline services

attribute of service and the coordinate of service in this
dimension equals to the value of corresponding attribute.
In this way, we change the QoS-based service selection
into the traditional scenario of skyline computation.

Many researchers [13],[18],[19] have studied the
calculation of static skyline, and some efficient algorithms
are proposed, e.g. Branch and Bound Skyline algorithm.
In our work, we concentrate on the calculation of
dynamic skyline services in the realistic scenario. In
dynamic service environment, varying services will
influence the skyline. For example, in the fig 3, we take
round dots as original services and rhombus dots as
varying services. For sake of simplicity, those three
varying services are all new services added into the
dynamic service environment and the varying order iss11
first, s10 second ands9 third. Before varying services are
added, original skyline services are
{s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7}. The addition ofs11 doesnt bring
change to the skyline services ass11 is a dominated
service. The addition ofs10 affects skyline services as no
services can dominate it. So the skyline services change
to be{s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7}. The addition ofs9 also has
an effect on skyline services ass9 dominates three
original services{s2,s3,s4}. Therefore, the final skyline
services are{s1,s10,s9,s5,s6,s7}.

It could be directly observed that whether the skyline
change depends on the location of the varying service.
Through comparing the location of varying service with
each skyline service simply, we can get its influence on
skyline. However, the cost of this method is too large on
account of the times of pair-wise comparison. In order to
obtain the effect of varying service, we propose a
approach named asPaper-Tape model to locate the
coordinate of varying service rapidly. Because the
services information of each non-functional attribute is
recorded in corresponding paper-tape, we can use an
array to store a paper-tape. For simplicity‘s sake, we only
consider two attributes: response time and cost, and name
them as R-Tape and C-Tape respectively.

Fig. 4: Example of Paper-Tape model

In the pre-process stage, we rank the services in
increasing order of services response time, and label each
service with its serial number, i.e. before adding new
services, the response time ofs3 is the third smallest one
in skyline services, so the label ofs3 in R-Tape is 3. In
particular, the two queues of services in C-Tape and
services in R-Tape are the same, i.e. the label ofs3 in
C-Tape is 3 too. Therefore, the label of skyline service in
R-Tape is the same to the one in C-Tape. According to the
definition of skyline, the values in C-Tape is in
descending order.

When we first insert services9 into service registries
and the latest skyline services are
{s1,s10,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7}, as showed in fig 3, we can
find s9 has its response time equals tos2 and its cost
equals tos4. Thus we can get its paper-tape model as fig 4
shows.

The labels of varying servicesi in the two tapes are
denoted asLR (i) andLC (i) respectively. For example, the
label of services9 is LR (9) = 3, LC (9) = 5. In particular,
if the value ofsi is between the value ofsi (label=k) ands j
(label=k+1) in R-Tape, thenLR (i) = k+0.5. In particular,
if the value of new service is less than the smallest one
in R-Tape, then the label is 0.5. Also, if the value of new
services is larger than the largest one in R-Tape, then the
label isn+0.5.

Theorem 1. Paper-Tape Dominance. If
LR (i) < LC (i), this implies si dominates one or more
original skyline services and is a skyline service. If
LR (i) = LC (i), this implies si doesnt dominate original
skyline service and is skyline service. If LR (i) > LC (i),
then si is a dominated service.

Proof: If LR (i) < LC (i), then there are one or more
services s j that LR ( j) > LR (i) and LC ( j) < LC (i).
Because the value order in R-Tape is ascending, so
LR ( j) > LR (i) signifies the response time ofs j is longer
than si. And LC ( j) < LC (i) means the cost ofsi is less
thans j because in C-Tape the value order is descending.
Due to the cost and response time ofsi are both less than
those of s j, we can gets j is dominated bysi.When
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LR (i) = LC (i), we can get there is no service that
dominates si. Therefore, si is skyline service.
LR (i) = LC (i), we can get these is a services j that
dominatessi. So si is a dominated service and has no
effect on original skyline.

5 Dynamic Skyline Service Algorithm

There are about three kinds of service changes to be
considered: 1) new service appears; 2) old service
invalidates; 3) value of QoS changes. In particular, the
third case could be considered as the combination of the
second and the first one. Therefore, the proposed
algorithm DSCA contains two parts, DSCA-add is used to
deal with the appearance of new services and the other
one DSCA-delete is for the invalidation of original
services. The following algorithm 1 is for the scenario
that a new service appears. In particular, the initiation of
R-Tape and C-Tape are considered as preprocessing.

Algorithm 1 DSCA-add

Input: R-Tape,C-Tape,si (qr,qc)
Output: R-Tape,C-Tape
1: LR (i)← compareqr with values in R-Tape
2: LC (i)← compareqc with values in R-Tape
3: if LR (i)< LC (i)
4: Delete services belong to[LR (i) ,LC (i)]
5: Insertsi (qr,qc)
6: Update R-Tape and C-Tape
7: end if
8: else ifLR (i) = LC (i)
9: Insertsi (qr,qc)
10: Update R-Tape and C-Tape
11: end else if
12: else
13: end else

We first get the coordinate of added service in R-Tape
and C-Tape through comparingqr and qc with
corresponding Tape (Line 1, 2); IfLR (i) < LC (i),
according to Theory 4, we can know this service
dominate some or more original skyline services. We
delete those dominated services in previous skyline ,add
new service to skyline and renew R-Tape, C-Tape(Line 5,
6); if LR (i) = LC (i), we can know the new service doesnt
have dominance relationship with original skyline
services, thus we can simply add the service to skyline
and update R-Tape, C-Tape (Line 9, 10); ifLR (i)> LC (i),
we can get that the new service is dominated by some
original skyline services, thus we do nothing to the
skyline (Line 12, 13).

As for the invalidation of service, two cases should be
considered: 1) the invalidated service s is a skyline
service. In this case, the services in ss only dominate
region are not dominated by any other services out of this

Algorithm 2 DSCA-delete

Input: R-Tape,C-Tape,si (qr,qc)
Output: R-Tape,C-Tape
1: LR (i)← compareqr with values in R-Tape
2: LC (i)← compareqc with values in R-Tape
3: if LR (i) = LC (i)
4: š←compute the local skyline ofsis only dominance
region
5: Deletesi (qr,qc),insert ˇs into previous skyline
6: Update R-Tape, C-Tape
7: end if
8: if LR (i) 6= LC (i)
9: end if

region. Therefore, the local-skyline which is computed
from services in ss only dominated region will be part of
new skyline. we compute the local skyline, delete the
invalidated service and add the local skyline to previous
skyline, and then we get the full skyline. 2) the
invalidated service is not skyline service. In this case,
nothing is needed to do.

In DSCA-delete algorithm, we first locate the
invalidated service through retrieving R-Tape and
C-Tape(line1,2). IfLR (i) = LC (i), according theory 4, the
invalidated service is skyline service. Therefore, we
compute the local skyline of the invalidated service,
delete the invalidated service from skyline and update two
Tapes (line 3,4,5,6). IfLR (i) 6= LC (i), according theory 4,
the invalidated service is not skyline service. In this case,
nothing is needed to do (line 8,9).

6 Experiment

Weve implemented the algorithms described in Section 5
in C++. The experiments were conducted on a PC with
Intel Core Duo E7400 2.8GHz CPU and 2GB main
memory running Windows 7 operating system. The
dataset used for experiment s is generated by WS-Ben,
which is a web services generator and produces scaled
WSDL documents with user-defined characteristics and
sample queries to run a users proposal.

6.1 Overall Composition Performance

In this section, we evaluate the overall performance of
dynamic QoS-based service selection. The dataset used
for evaluation is generated by WS-Ben platform. WS-Ben
is a web service generator which produces scaled WSDL
documents with user-defined characteristics and sample
queries to run a users proposal. For the purpose of
evaluation, we consider a scenario, where a composite
application concludes 10 different service classes and
each class has 500 alternative functionally-equivalent
services. In particular, the service environment is
dynamic, which means there will be new services appear
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5: Overall performance

and old services invalidate. The selection ends until the
best optimal combination found. We use WS-Ben to
generate these 5000 services and collect their QoS data
for experiments. We compare the performance of the
following service composition method:

–LP (Linear Programming): this is the standard global
optimization method with all service candidates
represented in the linear programming model.

–ACO (Ant Colony Optimization): A heuristic
algorithm used for optimization and has been applied
in the composition of services by some researchers.

–DSCA: This is the algorithm we proposed in this paper,
which could maintain skyline services under dynamic
environment.

We measure the computation time required by each of
the above methods for selecting the best combination for
service composition. The results are presented in figure 6.
In fig 5 (a), the number of non-functional attributes we
consider is 2. We can get that the efficiency of DSCA
method outperforms the other two methods drastically.
DSCA only select the best combination from dynamic
skyline services while the other two methods take all
services into consideration. We consider 4 non-functional
attributes in fig 5(b) and 6 in fig 5(c). However when the
number of attributes that we consider increases, the
results are the same.

6.2 DSCA Performance

In this section, we focus on evaluating the performance of
DSCA in computing dynamic skyline services. The
dataset used for evaluating is also generated by WS-Ben,
but the size of dataset increases to 10,000. We adopted
three scenarios for evaluating the performances:(a) in this
scenario, varying services are the whole new services
which are inserted into this service environment; (b) in
this scenario, varying services are all invalidated services;
(c) the probability that varying service is new service and

the one that varying service is invalidated service are
equal.

We compare the efficiency of following approaches
that can calculate dynamic skyline.

–Repeat: A naive method which computes the skyline
while there is a change.

–LookOut: An efficient continuous skyline algorithm
proposed by D. McLain [16]. It can adjusts dynamic
skyline through two sub-skyline.

–DSCA: A dynamic skyline algorithm proposed in this
paper. It estimates the influence of varying services and
adjusts skyline correspondingly.

The Repeat method includes two steps to maintain a
dynamic skyline: (1) Compute the whole services to get
the first skyline; (2) If there is a change, computing whole
services again to get the skyline.LookOut and DSCA
approaches both maintain dynamic skyline through
adjusting skyline while these is a change. Therefore, we
hold that the performances ofLookOut andDSCA should
be better than the one of Repeat. In particular, the
processes ofLookOut andDSCA are similar. However, we
believe the performance ofDSCA should be better than
the one ofLookOut. Because in the process of measuring
the influence of varying service,LookOut uses
enumeration approach whileDSCA locates it quickly
through Paper-tape model.

The experiment results bear out our supposition. In
figure 6(a), we add 10 new services into the set of basis
services. The result shows that the performance of DSCA
is the best and the one of Repeat is the worst. In figure
6(b) the number of basis services is 10000, we change the
number of new services. DSCA approach also
outperforms the Repeat and LookOut approaches. Figure
6(c) and (d) shows the results in the second scenario
where varying services are all invalidated services. As
like as the first scenario, the DSCA method performs
better than Repeat method and Outlook method. In fig
6(e) and (f), we get a view of the performance of these
three methods in the third scenario. In some ways, the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 6: Performance of three methods

performance in the third scenario is the aggregation of
performances of the first and second scenario. It is
obvious that the performance of DSCA is still greater
than the performances of Repeat and LookOut.

We also measured the average computation time
required by DSCA approach for computing dynamic
skyline, varying the number of attributes from 2 to 6. In
addition, the size of dataset is 10000. The result of this
experiment is presented in Figure 7. It is obvious the
computation cost increases with the increase of attributes
or the number of varying services. However, we could get
that the amplification of computation time is acceptable
while the number of attributes increase. The scalability of
Paper-Tape in multi-dimension guarantees the scalability
of DSCA. We also evaluate the relation between basis

service number and computation time of DSCA. In order
to get this relation, we vary the number of basis services
but fix the number of varying services. The result is
presented in figure 8. As the increase rate of skyline
services is minor while the number of basis services
increases, the amplification of cost is also minor too.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we apply an innovate method to deal with
the problem of QoS-based dynamic service selection. We
take the advantage of skyline to decrease the range of
choices effectively without pruning potential candidates.
In order to deal with dynamic service environment, we
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Fig. 7: Performance VS. dimension

Fig. 8: Performance VS. service number

propose a Paper-Tape model which could estimate the
influence of varying service quickly as well as an
algorithm to maintain skyline services based on
Paper-Tape model. Our extensive experiment shows that
our approaches outperform existing methods in efficiency.

In the future work, we aim to examine the
performance of our approaches for the recommendation
in P2P network. We select sources according to some
attributes of them in P2P network, which is similar to
selecting services from repositories. Therefore, skyline
method should be also suitable in P2P network.
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